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MACFIE JUDGMENT.

ERAAMF013TEIN ESTATES LIMITED vs THE MUNICIPALITY OF
J 0HAKHE3BURG •

(Parkview Estate•)

JUDQ5SKT.
This valuation appeal cane before no on the 19th of 

November last. On that date a special Case v/as stated for the 
opinion of tho Supreme Court. The Judgment of the Supreme Coui*t 
wa3 given on the 2l3t December l^st and was against the 
contentions of the Municipality. An abortive attempt v/a3 then 
made by the Municipality to appeal to the Appellate Division.
The matter did not cone before me again until the 14th June last.

On that date evidence was given on both sides as to the 
probable value of properties in question on an actuarial basis.
As I could not accept sone of the promises on both sides, I 
wrote a note of xvhat in my opinion was the proper basis for an 
actuarial calculation of probable value. Tho case ha3 now been 
set down again, a3 the Municipality doe3 not accept that basis.

2. Before dealing with thoir objections to that 
bases I wish to point out again the folloxving facts which appear 
c”ite plainly on the face of my note of 14th Juno last.

(1) The idea of arriving at a value by an actuarial 
calculation is not nine; but both parties have asked me to fix 
a value by such a calculation.

(2) Such a method cannot be either general a3 to 
all cases or constant as to any ca3e because it can in no case 
be applied to a non-revenue producing property, nor can it 
safely be applied twice to a revenue producing property since
it might conceivably pay an Owner of a Township to keep down his
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sales In order to decrease his rates on his unsold stands.
(S) The true question is !-

"what sura night a purchaser be fairly expected to give for the. 
whole of hi3 unsold stands in the Braanfontein Estate if 
offered for sale at the tine of valuation on the terras and 
conditions and with due regard to the consideration mentioned 
in the Ordinance".
X repeat again, and I hope there will bo no further mis
understanding in the matter that that and no other is the 
question in the matter except so far as both parties agree upon 
some other methods of valuation.

■ • i

(4) I hoped that in that Note I had made it plain,
and if I was wrong in so hoping, I will make it plain now, that

\
I entertained the idea of on actuarial calculation only because i*

(a) there was in this case no direct evidence as to what 
a purchaser might fairly be expected to give.

(b) both parties asked me to value on on actuarial basis.
(c) that basis was probably in the case of this 

Estate as nearly right as it is possible to be.
(d) it was probably also the basi3 on which an 

intending purchaser would in fact estimate what he would 

offer.
(e) any kind of valuation of such on Estate is 

essentially speculative.

(5) But the Municipality says that basis is 
wrong because they have not agreed and it is not the fáct
that the town Valuer’s valuation of each stand is approximately 
what it will realise in the course of time if the stands are 
sold conservatively. I thought that it was agreed, but, if it 
was not, the Municipality is not bound by my Koto. If I wa3
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mistaken as to that at least the mistake was excusable; and 
the Municipality certainly agreed to the value of the unsold 
stands being arrived at by an actuarial calculation, and still 
agrees that is a factor which may properly be taken into 
consideration* The only dispute is therefore as to what wa3 

the basis of the Town Valuers valuation* He values the 845 
unsold stands at £02,080 which was reduced by the valuation 
court by 1C$. He said in hi3 evidence on the 14th June last 
that ”1 took into consideration the prices obtained; and 
blocked out the estate allowing accessibility to the trara*
Some lots I valued as low a3 £40-- - - those farthest away from
the tram*”
"I took it thoy would be sold at the present rate•
I thought that if these were offered within the prosont two or 
three year3 they would realise about £40, a price much les3 than 
they were actually getting*w
Well it has always been the common cause that some of the Stands 
in this Estate will be sold during the next two or three years; 
and it is plain that none of these £40 Stands are being sold 
today by the Appellant Company for more than £40. Of course 
the annual average revenue on the basis I have suggested will bo 

t^an the present annual revenue because at present the 
most accessible end best and therefore the more valuable stands 
are being sold; but it will almost oortainly be more than the 
annual revenue when the remote and less favoured stands have to 
be sold; and a3 an estimated annual average over the whole 
life of the Estate it is probably as nearly right a3 it is 
possible to get* Mr. 2£acphail says that the £40 refers to the 
remote stands which are in effect not saleable at present, but 
which he thinks will be saleable at £120 each at some remote
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period when the Estate is largely built on and further tram
linos are made. As the value which was contended for the
Council on Mr. Macphail’s report is £39,000 only, and I an now
invited by the Municipality to value at £24,553, I take it
that the Town Valuer’s £82,0C0 is recognised to bo wholly
untenable. But when it is suggested that he did not arrive

«
at the valuations appealed against by taking the figure at 
which othor Stands are being sold by the Appellate Company and 
that he made his value less than the Appellate Company is now 
selling similar Stands at, I an not ablo to accept the 
suggestion.

In tho Special Case stated by both parties for the 
opinion of the Supreme Court it was agreed specifically that 
the contention of the Municipality was that tho unsold stands 
should be valued on the basi3 of the price at which tho 
Township Company now offers a single Stand or block of two or 
more stands for residential purposes.

That contention is obviously wholly inconsistent 
with the suggestion now made. The position is made even more 
clear in the Judgment of Mr. Justice Vfessols on tho Special 
Case in which it was stated that ’’the Municipality contends 
that no distinction can be drawn between stands sold and those 
still held by the Company, that each individual stand still 
held by the Company must bo valued on tho same basi3 as ooch 
stand that ha3 been parted with and registered in the name of 
sorao individual. Mr. Lucas puts it thus J- If Stand No. 1 
ha3 been sold and transferred to A. and the adjoining Stand 
No. 2 is unsold, then the Valuer must value No. 2 in the sane 
way as he would value No. 1. He must take into consideration 
that the Braanfontoln Estates Company has an upsot price and 
that there are some 800 stands yet to be sold.
He mu3t consider tho facts both a3 regards No. 1 and Stand 
No. 2 and then fix their value. Mr. Stratford contends that
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in valuing the township’s interest in the unsold Stands the 
valuer is not entitled to say that each stand Í3 to bo valued 
on the basis that tho Company will not part vdth a stand for 
less than a cortain price* I agree with this contention, I 
do not think that tho Valuer is concerned with the Prat3.m  
nffectionis, the price the owner puts upon his property, or 
with this estimate of its value* It is almost unnecessary, 
but I would point out also that the decision of the Supreme 
Court was that "The stands are not to bo valued on tho 
basi3 of the prico at which Appellants now offer for a single 
stand or block of two or more stands for residential purposes* 
They are to be valued as if tho Company wore a bono.~f3.de 
seller at the present time of all tho unsold stands in the 
possession under such terms and conditions as would be 
required where there was a horm~flclo intention to get rid 
of the interest•"

(4) The argument which is really deserving of 
consideration is that put forward for the first tine by Mr* 
Macphail in his report vis:~ that these stands at present 
valued at £40 will eventually realiso £120*
He 3ays that it is reasonable to assume that* It seems to mo 
to be rather a forlorn hope, and I do not think it is 
reasonable to assume anything of the sort*

Mr* Macphail is an Actuary whoso work is deservedly 
held in the highest respect; but ho is not a Valuer or a 
prospective purchaser of thl3 Estate, nor is his report 
evidence of tho statements made to him* £40 is the value 
which the Town Valuer put on these stands on the erroneous 
basis ho adopted, and there is not a vestige of evidence nor 
is there in my opinion any reason to think that a purchaser 
would offer a price for this Estate based on any idea that 
these stands will ever fetch more than £40, if as much*
Of course I may possibly be mistaken as to that* Only
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judging from the difficulty we in the Southern Suburbs have, 
for instance, in getting tramways and roads in donsely 
populated area3 where they are wanted badly by the actual 
residents, I doubt whether the visions of the Municipal trcmwmys 
and roads to open up the remote reoesses of the Northern Aron 
are likely to materialise for a good many years to corn, but 
if I an wrong as to that there will be ample opportunity at some 
of the numerous Valuation Courts vhich will bo hold before this 
23tate is 3old off, to put natters right before any appreciable 
harm has been done. After all it should not be forgotten that 
the valuation is only in force for a period of three years*

(5) On the evidence before me it appears to me 
therefore to be in the first place porfectly plain that the 
Town Valuer’s valuation was based on the assumption that tho un
sold stands would fetch in the future what similar sold stands 
have fetched in the past; and there is no evidence, nor do I 
think, that increased prices will be obtained in the remote 
future. If therefore an actuarial basis bo adopted I see no 
reason to depart from the opinion I have already expressed a3 to 
what stand basis should be; But my difficulty is that I an 
bound under Section 13 of Ordinance No* 6 of 1912 to inquire into 
the valuation and give a decision ns to valuo, and that I cannot 
do so on an actuarial basis unless both parties are agreed to 
not only that I should do 30 but also a3 to tho promises upon 
which tho actuarial calculation should bo mado*

They ore not 30 agrood, and therefore I must fall 
back on the plain language of tho Ordinance a3 interpreted by 
the Supreme Court taking as I on asked to do, an actuarial 
calculation into account only as one of the elements to be 
considered, and to ray mind not tho most important element 
because you cannot assess the commercial value of a speculative
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proparty by a mathematical calculation*
(0) The actuarial calculation made for the 

Municipality on the basis they are vdlling to accept shews a 
value of £24,553 for unsold stands, but only by not allowing 
a margin for x̂ hat a purchaser would want, as I pointed out in my 
note of the 14th June last, both as profit and to cover risks 
on ouch a large investment* Mr* Head says that on an investment 
such a3 thi3 he would want a margin of 40$ or 50$ and that 
%hero is no evidence to contradict him*

Obviously, and that is really the only question 
as to this in which I disagree with the Municipality, you must 
make some allowance on these actuarial figures both for profit 
and for risk of los3 . Any bona-fide purchaser would insist upon 
it. It is not a question of buying ground rent3 secured on 
property of many time3 their value. Taking only half of 
Mr* Road’s minimum estimate of what allowance would bo wanted, 
you get a value within a few pounds of the £18,700 at which 
the Appellant Company has arrived by actuarial calculation on 
the basis they are willing to accept.

n

(7) But it is necessary to rely on either 
calculation because I have now seme evidence as to the value on 
the basis provided by the ordinance, l*e* v:hat a bona-fide 
purchaser night fairly be expected to give for the property 
if offered for sale on the terms and conditions prescribed by 
the Ordinance. It Is true that that evidence is all on one 

but it is not for mo to call evidence* The evidence 
called is shortly that £18,700 would be such a value. It is 
not contradicted, anĉ  I see no reason to doubt it in our

V

present circumstances.
It is also supported by collateral evidence of
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relevant facts. It is agreed that in the past the average 
■oiling price as to individual stands ha3 boon £131,10,0, but 
it is plain that this included both £20 for the laying on of 
~ight and water and about £79 as to the value of tho Building 
I*>an given by tho Company to the purchaser. This loaves only 
about £41, 10, 0, as the selling value of tho stand itself, I 
hope however, that it is not necessary to point out again that 
you oannot arrive at tho value of an Estate by multiplying the 
price obtained for one stand by the number of unsold stands. 
Further, Section 7(1) of the Ordinance of 1916 enjoins me to 
have due regard to comparative faotors, and I think the facts aa 
to tho adjoining Suburbs of Parktown are comparative factors.
In that suburb, acre stands were soiling for £1,700 in 1904 and 
they are now selling for £450, In 1904 this whole Estate was 
bought for £107,000, It then consisted of 1094 stands, so that 
the purchase price was a little under £90 a Stand as an average, 
Tho Town Valuer’s present valuation is still at £97, 3. 6. per 
stand as an average, but if the comparative factor of Parktown 
be applied to the value of the 845 unsold stands in thi3 Estate 
would bo on-Lj &21,862, G, 2, i,c, a little under £26 per stand. 
As a matter of fact, it would inevitably be less, because 
depreciation affects the selling price of a largo Building 
Estate as a unit much more than it doe3 of an individual 3tand 
since the former is essentially a purchase as a speculation, 
and the lattor is usually a purchase for occupation. That is 
ox course not conclusive, but Hurd says ho is not contradicted, a 
an" I see no reason to doubt his statement, that these 845 
stands could not at the present time be sold in one lot for 
£20 each*

that in any event the Appellant Company is bound by tho estimate 
of value viz:- £27,500 which they inserted in f  ------  tions

(0) It is however contended by tho Municipality



to the original valuation and that their appeal should be r©» 
garded as an appeal, against 30 nuch of the valuation a3 it is 
above that amount. If the Municipality has then accepted that
estimate I think the Company would have been bound, but they 
did not accept end at this stage the Ordinance makes it my duty, 
I think, to inquire into the valuation and use my own judgment 
on the evidence put before mo in fixing the amount,

(9) I desire to add that if a case like this cornea 
up again I would like to hear the evidence of possible 
purchasers of such estate as this, either as ono unit or in a 
few large lots In accordance with the usual conditions of sale, 
as to what they would in fact be prepared to give for such 
properties on such a sale as the Ordinance contemplates, I 
suppose there must be soma possible purchasers of largo 
buildings Estates in the vicinity of Johannesburg, such as 
Insurance or Investment Companies, Building boci-o^ic^ or 
Builders, It may possibly be that even the private investor 
with sufficient capital to buy and develop such an Estate is 
yet not extinct. The evidence of such possible purchasers
as to what they would give In hard cash for such an Estate 
would I am sure, be as valuable as Interesting, I do not 
think w© would be embarrassed by the number of witnesses. Such 
Estates are no doubt valuable but the number of porso.u3 who. ,
would in these days be prepared to pay a good many thousands 
in hard cash for a large Suburban Estate, and to find say 
£30,000 Ih hard cash to finance purchasers of Stands in 
building on good and easy terms, as the Appellant Company Í3 
doing, must be rather limited,

(10) For the reasons already given, 1 til0 
value of the unsold and the sold but untransferred Stands in 
the Parkview Township at £23,087, viz. £18,700 for the 845 
unsold stands and £4,5337 for the 35 stands sold but not 

transferred,
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I &grea that at first sight this contrast between the two sots 
of figures is startling, but the fallacy of assessing the 
collective value of a largo number of unsold stands byjtha 
prices obtained for a snail number of sold stands has already 
been dealt vdth sufficiently* I would merely add that when 
you bear in mind that two-thirds of the sums realised are 
payments for expenditure of loans and one-third only for land, 
and that third as to the unsold stands can be realised only 
over a long period of years, those figures are not in the 

least in conflict*
The Council is ordered to pay costs*

JOHANNESBURG.

11th August 1917*

(3gd.) T.C.MACFIE 
MAGISTRATE*

J.H.T.23/12/18.
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